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UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s what we
want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish design meets affordability,

high-quality material, and a genuine care for the environment.

Bring colours into the home or find a sense of calm and groundedness with the new 

expansion of the UMAGE One More Look mirror. Ensuring a design choice that suits diverse 

needs and styles, we’re now welcoming six new door variants to the collection. 

Addressing everyday needs, the One More Look mirror combines minimalistic Scandinavian 

design with exceptional functionality. The light and airy full-length mirror takes up minimal 

space, making it ideal for any hallway, bedroom, or office corridor. With just the right height, 

it offers a full-length reflection for the perfect final look before leaving home. The mirror 

features a shelf and a small cabinet with a handheld mirror and a leather tray – perfect for 

storing daily essentials such as keys, makeup, sunglasses or spare coins. 

The elegant design of the One More Look mirror is heightened further with six new variants 

of doors for the cabinet. To add a vibrant pop of colour to your home, opt for the new cabinet 

doors in nuance rose or nuance orange. Whether you want to add life to your hallway or 

add character to your bedroom, the nuance rose, and nuance orange will bring joy to your 

space and captivate your senses. For a more subtle option, the nuance mist and nuance 

olive bring calmness to the home, and the soothing hues will blend in with any interior, 

creating an atmosphere of serenity. Embrace modern simplicity and opt for the full oak or 

the Venetian cane door – a sophisticated and classic choice that will elevate the design as 

well as its surroundings.  

One More Look is designed to complement your home, creating a space where elegance, 

versatility and functionality harmoniously coexist. 
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Name
One More Look, mirror

Designer
Jonas Søndergaard Nielsen

Design year
2018

Material
Solid oak, MDF, glass, steel (plated brass) 
and faux leather

Dimensions (H x W x D)
118 × 78 × 15 cm / 46 × 31 × 6” 

Colours / Variants
Oak, dark oak, black oak / oak
Oak, dark oak, black oak / venetian cane 
Oak, dark oak, black oak / nuance olive
Oak, dark oak, black oak / nuance mist
Oak, dark oak, black oak / nuance rose
Oak, dark oak, black oak / nuance orange

Price
699 EUR
599 GBP
4999 DKK
7499 SEK
799 USD

For press material and high res photos, please go 
to umage.presscloud.com. For product loans or 
interviews, please contact PR and Communications 
coordinator, Caroline Nordholt at cno@umage.com 
or tel. +45 31 39 00 36
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